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Entertainment EPsQ: Can you apply our old math skill check to
this new system? I'm new to D&D, so please bear with me
while I over-simplify things. The system for skill checks has

changed in 4th ed. Instead of just applying the modifiers from
your character's Class and individual skill to determine the DC,

there's now also modifiers for each skill as well. If I were the
DM for the game, I would do this: Since every class now gets
its own skill, if I were the DM, I would ask the players to each

roll 1d20 for their own skill. And if they were to roll a 6, I would
give them -5. Likewise, if they rolled a 1, I would give them a

+5. My question is, can I just apply their old skill check system
to the new system instead? Or do I need to apply the new
system to their old skill check system? I'm not sure if this

makes much sense, sorry. Thanks for your help. A: Yes, you
could, the original skill uses the same formula used in 4e. You

would just need to adapt it slightly. For example, an epic
power might give you a +2, and a feat that gives you a +3. In
your class skill, you would multiply +3 and +2, and use a 8.
And so on. Though the process may seem complex, it really
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